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Fabulous
females
for year-end
planning

“YOU’VE STAYED WITH THE BASICS.
YOU’RE IN THE DRIVER’S SEAT NOW.”
—Professional Cattleman at TSCRA Convention
The ethanol fiasco has temporarily burned away the fog surrounding the
cattle business. Once again, our beloved industry has fallen into the trap
of single-trait selection. There are still Six Essentials—and marbling is not
on the list. We need cattle that stay alive, reproduce themselves in a lowcost environment, produce muscle efficiently and have desirable carcasses.

Isa CAtTle company’S

47tH BuLl sALE
featuring

200 BeEfmaster
& ChAroLaiS BulLs
Sale’s top selection of virgin bulls includes 60 sons of
L Bar Beefmaster semen bulls and 17 AI sons of Wienk Charolais bulls.
There will be many herd bull prospects.

• 4 loads Beefmaster heifers
for September delivery
All our genetics—excellent
replacements. Take 1 load or all.
• 10 First-Calf Beefmaster 3-in-1s
They’ve done it all!
• 31 First-Calf Beefmaster Pairs
• 16 First-Calf Beefmaster
Fall Pairs
Right on schedule
• 12 Beefmaster Fall-Calving Cows
Beautiful—average 41⁄2
Calves by 3100
• 34 Charolais Spring-Calvers

• Performancetested
• Trich-tested
• Tough-as-nails

10:00 a.m.
Saturday,
Oct. 4, 2008
Producers
Auction
San Angelo, TX
Sale Headquarters:
San Angelo Inn
325.486.3300
L Bar 3100 EPDs BW 0.5 WW 10 YW 14 TMAT -4 SC
Photo by Genex

Laurie Lasater 325.949.3763 lasater@isacattleco.com Lorenzo Lasater 325.656.9126

INSIDE
TODAY:

Performance data
ensures success

Frozen genetics
from six top bulls

Hunting season just
around the corner

Performance dat
Lorenzo Lasater is BBU Vice
President and sits on the Long Range
Planning and Commercial Marketing
Committees. The following article,
written by Lorenzo, appeared in the
August edition of the Beefmaster
Cowman.

’bout time
“… the World Bank will publish a
report that will say that biofuels have
driven up food prices worldwide by 75%.
As a result, the G8 leaders who are
meeting in Japan are scheduled to talk
about the global food crisis, and discuss a
moratorium on biofuels production.”
—Seedstock Digest

No Shoot, Sherlock!
We can breed them black or red,
horned or polled. We can breed them for
growth, marbling, tenderness or milk
production. But can we breed cattle to
resist common diseases, respond to
vaccination protocols and stay healthy?
—Beef Magazine

Finally … good news
Beef exports were up 32% in May, and
were at their highest levels since 2003.
—Seedstock Digest

Tailwind Both Ways
“… you will be
thoroughly delighted
with ‘Tailwind.’”
—The Farmer
Stockman
Hardcover with jacket
6x9" • 304 pages
80 photos

To order your signed copy, please send
$29+$3 postage to Isa Cattle Co., Box
60327, San Angelo, TX 76906. Please

I was asked to write an article about
performance, specifically on our
impending Total Herd Reporting
program. But I thought it might serve us
well to go back to the basics a little bit first.

The Competition
We spend a lot of time complaining
about the competition, so let’s take a
look at them.
The Red Angus Association was built
on a performance-only foundation. If
you wish to raise Red Angus, you are
required to enroll in THR and turn in
data on every calf. They have enjoyed
steady growth; registering 42,000 calves
last year. Following is item number one
from their “Core Principles”:
1. The policy of the (Red Angus)
Association is to discourage the more
artificial practices in purebred cattle
production … and to place its faith
instead in objective tests, consisting for
the most part of comparisons within
herds of factors of known economic
importance and known heritability.…
By making this an integral part of the
registration system, Red Angus breeders
feel that even faster progress can be
made toward the ultimate goal of more
efficient beef production.
While I am not sure this fits with
“The Beefmaster Way,” you cannot
deny that they have staked a credible
claim in the Beef Industry. If we think
that the Beef Industry is not watching
how BBU approaches performance, we
are kidding ourselves.

Why Does
Performance Matter?
• To compete with other breeds, we
must demonstrate Beefmasters’ excellence

through performance data.
• As seedstock producers, we each have
a responsibility to examine the relative
genetic merit of the cattle we raise.
• This is a business, and we will receive
more income, both in the near and far
terms, for cattle with performance
behind them.
• We can only make good breeding
decisions if we know where we’ve been
and where we hope to go.
Performance in cattle can mean many
things; it could be an animal’s ability to
gain weight, a cow’s skill at raising a
good calf and rebreeding in a 365-day
period, or the type of growth traits a
semen bull will bring to your herd.
Basically, we are looking for ways to
measure the genetic potential of cattle to
excel in many different traits, and
collecting performance data on our
cattle allows us to measure where we’ve
been and plan for where we’d like to go.
The old saying goes, “We cannot
change what we cannot measure.” This
is absolutely true in cattle breeding.
BBU’s Weights and Measures program
provides a critical tool in measuring the
performance of our own cattle and the
breed as a whole. If you don’t already
have one, call BBU today and ask for a
Weights and Measures handbook. It has
all the background information to help
you be successful with your in-herd
performance program. If you have a
handbook, but haven’t read it in a while,
please do so. It really is helpful.
There are some important changes
coming in the way BBU handles its
performance data, which will improve the
ease-of-use of our performance tools and
also enhance the quality of our breedwide database. An important thing to
keep in mind is that all of these programs
are voluntary. They are there to help you
improve your cattle and the breed as a
whole. It is up to you to participate, and
the breed needs your help!

Total Herd Reporting
THR is an optional program whereby a

ta critical to herd success
breeder pays a reduced, flat fee for every
breeding cow in the herd. Included in that
price is one registration, for her calf, and one
transfer, so you can sell either her or the calf.
I hear about some uncertainty
surrounding THR. It is important for
everyone to understand that the old
system will remain in place, so if that fits
your business better, please continue
doing what you always have.
Currently, a lot of folks are trying to
“game” the system by registering fewer
calves, for example, only those they sell.
This is an understandable reaction to
increased registration fees, but it has very
detrimental effects for BBU. It hurts
revenue, and it also harms the registry
purity and does a great deal of damage to
the quality of our performance data.
Virtually all of our competition has
moved to some form of THR. There are a
lot of reasons why it makes sense, but
following are a few important advantages
to consider:
• Get an accurate handle on our breedwide cow inventory.
• Collect performance data on a greater
number of calves.
• Collect reproduction info on a greater
number of cows.
• Promotes the registration and transfer
of more cattle.
• Our performance-minded breeders
will pay more up front, but less overall.
• BBU will have a predictable income
stream.
• It will be simpler and easier for
breeders to submit paperwork.
• It will be simpler and easier for BBU
to process the paperwork.

How Does it Work?
It’s pretty simple really; if you are
already doing weights and measures, you
are basically doing the same thing.
1. BBU will mail a current cow
inventory to each producer. The breeder
will update the report and be charged a
low, flat rate for each breeding female.
2. Breeder will submit a birth and
weaning information either together or in

two stages. The only required piece of
data is a weaning weight or a disposal
code. At weaning, the breeder can note
which calves were culled, steered or
turned commercial. These animals come
out of the registry.
3. The Breeder submits a Yearling
Worksheet, which can include yearling
weight, scrotal circumference and
sonogram data.

What will it cost?
The Charolais Association is fairly similar
to BBU in terms of size and structure. Below
Charolais
Age
Price

Age

(Months)

(Months)

0–4
5–9
10–12
13–24
25+

$13
$18
$21
$24
$51

BBU

0–5
6–12
13–16
17+

Price
$14
$20
$28
$50

is a comparison of our rates and theirs. You
can see it is fairly similar.
The important difference comes in
their THR program, where a cow’s
enrollment costs $13. Remember, that
includes one registration and one transfer
and allows you to enroll the calf up to
yearling. Let’s say for example a BBU
breeder waits until weaning to register the
calf and then sells it. The cost for the
certificate is $20 and the transfer is $16
for a total of $36. The same transaction
under THR is just $13.
Your committees and board are
currently finalizing the fee structure for
THR, but the industry basically charges
between $13 and $15.

A Few Common
Misconceptions
“I only want to turn in performance
data on the good ones.” This actually
hurts the good ones. Performance data is
about averages and the individual’s ratio
or position against that average. You
want them to be compared to the entire

peer group, which actually makes them
look better.
“I don’t want to register every
offspring.” Though THR allows for the
registration of every offspring, this is
obviously not the goal. You would cull
the bad ones and select the good ones as
you always have, safe in the knowledge
that all the “keepers” will be registered
with BBU.
“What if I don’t have scales?” If you can
afford to be in the registered business, you
can afford to buy a set of scales. Partner
with a neighbor, find a used set—do
whatever you have to. One of the greatest
thrills in cattle husbandry is when those
calves come in at weaning and you have
the opportunity to weigh the calves and
see how you did for the year.
“I don’t use performance data in my
marketing or selection, why should I
participate?” If you are not using
performance data in your own operation,
you are missing a critically important
selection component. Furthermore, your
customers may need to sell cattle with
performance behind them. Most
importantly, if our breed is to be
relevant, we must display performance to
the industry.
“Can I enroll some in THR and some
the old way?” You have to choose one way
or the other for your business. If you use
THR, you enroll 100% of their calves and
all their production in the program. You
will most likely have the chance to switch
to or from THR once each year.

Life is Good
The Six Essentials provides Beefmaster
breeders the perfect roadmap by which to
raise productive, beautiful, profitable and
high-performing cattle. Selection for
different traits allows us to push our herd
in the direction we wish, but we must
always strive for balance. It is critically
important that we never get caught up in
the trap of single-trait selection.
We are blessed to be a part of the
greatest breed of cattle there is. Let’s work
together to ensure that Beefmasters remain

L Bar 5502

BW 1.4 WW 29* YW 41* TMAT -12 SC 0.8*
* Trait Leader

L Bar 0324

BW -0.8 WW 11 YW 20 TMAT 5 SC 0.9*
* #1 Trait Leader

BW

L Bar 3432

WW 25 YW 37 TMAT 6 SC

Semen available—Ask about our sale day special

L Bar 4401

BW 0.4 WW 14 YW 23 TMAT 15 SC 0.0

L Bar 3100

BW 0.5 WW 10 YW 14 TMAT -4 SC

L Bar 2474

BW 0.1 WW 10 YW 19 TMAT 9 SC -0.2
Polled

Lasater Whitetail Lodge
Trophy Whitetails
It’s been a terrific year in West Texas, and
the bucks are going to be BIG! We have a few
select trophy hunts left, plus our “October 8s,”
which is a fun hunt and a great value.

Wingshooting
It’s shaping up to be a great season for birds!
Join us for dove hunting in September or Blue
and Bobwhite Quail in January and February.

Exotics
Exotics are available all year or in addition
to a Whitetail hunt. We put nine trophies in
the Record of Exotics, including Robert
Bruno’s wonderful Red Stag. We also hunt
Blackbuck, Axis, Sika, Fallow and Scimitar.

Turkey
Early “bird” special for spring turkey
hunts—$50 off with this newsletter.

Bred Does for Sale

www.lasaterwhitetails.com
lorenzo@lasaterwhitetails.com

We will have available 15 top-quality Whitetail
does bred to the two bucks pictured here.
We also have excellent young bucks available for
delivery next spring.
Please contact Lorenzo Lasater at (325) 656-9126
for more information.

